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1 IntrodutionAt a ontinuous level, many physial or biologial systems are modelled thanks to salar on-servation laws. In this note we will fous on a weakly nonlinear system of the kind :

∂tρ+ ∂x(a(u)ρ) = 0, ∂xu = ρ, (1.1)where a is a given smooth funtion, a ∈ C0(R). This system is omplemented with the initialdata ρ(t = 0) = ρ0. We notie that we an rewrite (1.1) as a single equation sine we have
u = H ∗ ρ where H is the Heaviside funtion and we reover the so-alled non loal aggregationequation. This model arises in several appliations in physis and biology where a self-onsistantinteration �eld u governs the evolution of a density of population ρ. Then u is de�ned as
u = −∂xφ where φ is the interation potential. For instane, in the modelling of ell movementby hemotaxis, φ is the onentration of some hemial alled hemo-attratant (when a isnon-inreasing) or hemo-repellent (when a is non-dereasing) whih drives the dynamis ofindividuals (bateria). In gas dynamis, this model an be derived thanks to a high-�eld limitfrom the Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�Plank system [7℄, a noninreasing (resp. nondereasing) aorresponds the to the repulsive (resp. attrative) ase.From a mathematial viewpoint, it is well-known that in the attrative ase, i.e. when a isnon-inreasing, �nite time blow-up of regular solutions for suh system ours (see e.g. [1℄ and1



referenes therein). Therefore one has to look for solutions ρ whih are measure-valued in spae,whih generates several di�ulties, beause the veloity a(u) turns out to be disontinuous, sothat the produt in the divergene term is not well de�ned, and the orresponding �ow has tobe de�ned autiously. A reent approah onsists in using tehniques from optimal transport,see [4℄. Another possibility is to de�ne a priori the produt. For the Vlasov�Poisson system,this has been done in [7℄.The aim of this note is to interpret (2.2) as a linear onservation equation solved in theduality sense [2℄, the produt being de�ned afterwards, following the strategy introdued in [3℄for pressureless gases. Therefore we reall in the next setion the notion of duality solutionsand some useful results. In Setion 3 we state and prove the main result onerning existeneand uniqueness of duality solutions of system (1.1). Setion 4 is devoted to some examples ofappliations of this result.2 Duality solutions for linear equationsThe notion of duality solutions was introdued in [2℄ to give a sense to linear onservationequations
∂tρ+ ∂x(bρ) = 0, (2.2)when the oe�ient b an be disontinuous but satis�es the so-alled one-sided Lipshitz (OSL)ondition

∂xb(t, .) ≤ β(t) for β ∈ L1(0, T ) in the distribution sense. (2.3)Duality solutions are de�ned as weak solutions, the test funtions being spei� Lipshitz solu-tions to the bakward linear transport equation
∂tp+ b(t, x)∂xp = 0, p(T, .) = pT ∈ Lip(R). (2.4)De�nition 2.1 1. We say that a Lipshitz solution p to (2.4) is a reversible solution if pis loally onstant on the set
Ve =

{
(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× R; ∃ pe ∈ E , pe(t, x) 6= 0

}
.2. We say that ρ ∈ C([0, T ];Mloc(R) − σ(Mloc, Cc)) is a duality solution to (2.2) if forany 0 < τ ≤ T , and any reversible solution p to (2.4) with ompat support in x, thefuntion t 7→

∫
R
p(t, x)ρ(t, dx) is onstant on [0, τ ].The most important fats for our purpose onerning duality solutions are gathered in thefollowing theorem.Theorem 2.2 (Bouhut, James [2℄)1. Given ρ◦ ∈ Mloc(R), under the assumptions (2.3), there exists a unique ρ ∈ C([0,+∞[,Mloc(R)),duality solution to (2.2), suh that ρ(0, .) = ρ◦.Moreover, if ρ◦ is nonnegative, then ρ(t, ·) is nonnegative for a.e. t ≥ 0. And we have themass onservation |ρ(t, ·)|(R) = |ρ◦|(R), for a.e. t ∈]0, T [.2



2. Bakward �ow and push-forward: the duality solution satis�es
∀ t ∈ [0, T ], ∀φ ∈ Cc(R),

∫

R

φ(x)ρ(t, dx) =

∫

R

φ(X(t, 0, x))ρ0(dx), (2.5)where the bakward �ow X is de�ned as the unique reversible solution to
∂tX + b(t, x)∂xX = 0 in ]0, s[×R, X(s, s, x) = x.3. There exists a bounded Borel funtion b̂, alled universal representative of b, suh that

b̂ = b almost everywhere, and for any duality solution ρ,
∂tρ+ ∂x(̂bρ) = 0 in the distributional sense. (2.6)Remark 2.3 A similar notion of duality solution for the transport equation is available ∂tu +

b∂xu = 0, and ρ is a duality solution of (2.2) i� u =
∫ x

ρ is a duality solution to transportequation (see [2℄).We shall need also the following result whose proof an be found in [3℄ (Theorems 3.1 and3.2)Theorem 2.4 Let f ∈ C1(R). Let M be an entropy solution to the onservation equation
∂tM + ∂xf(M) = 0,with nondereasing initial datum M0. Then ρ := ∂xM is a duality solution to
∂tρ+ ∂x(bρ) = 0where we an hoose b = f ′(M) a.e. Moreover, for all t ∈]0,+∞[, ∂xb ≤ 1/t and its universalrepresentative b̂ satis�es ∂xf(M) = b̂∂xM.3 Duality solutions for weakly nonlinear equationsWe introdue the following notion of duality solution for the oupled system (1.1), inspired bythe strategy used in [3℄ for pressureless gases (see also setion 4.2 below).De�nition 3.1 We say that (ρ, u) is a duality solution of (1.1) on ]0, T [ if there exists a boundedBorel funtion b with ∂xb ≤ α ∈ L1

loc(0, T ) suh that1. for all 0 < t1 < t2 < T , ∂tρ+ ∂x(bρ) = 0 in the sense of duality on ]t1, t2[,2. we have ∂xu = ρ in the weak sense,3. b = a(u) almost everywhere.
3



We underline at one the fat that this de�nition does not lead to uniqueness as it stands.Indeed, assume that a is a non-inreasing C1 funtion on R and take for initial data ρ0 = δx0
, aDira measure in x0 ∈ R. Looking for a solution as a Dira mass δx1(t), thanks to Remark 2.3 wesolve the transport equation with oe�ient a(H(x − x1(t))

), where H denotes the Heavisidefuntion. Then (
δx1(t), H(x− x1(t))

) is a duality solution of (1.1) in the sense of De�nition 3.1,provided that x1(0) = x0 and that the admissibility ondition a(1) < x′

1(t) < a(0) holds. Thuswe have an in�nite family of duality solutions.Therefore the main result of this note is to explain how a more preise desription of theprodut bρ in the salar onservation equation allows to reover uniqueness. It is atually givenin a very naive way by writing a(u)ρ = a(u)∂xu = ∂xA(u), where A is an antiderivative of a.This hoie an be justi�ed in a more rigourous way when the system (1.1) is obtained as thehydrodynami limit of a kineti system, as it is the ase both in [6℄ and [7℄. It turns out that theprevious formal omputation is orret at the kineti level, so that the �ux Jε :=
∫
ξfε(ξ) dξ,where fε is the distribution funtion of partiles, atually onverges to J = ∂xA(u), whihde�nes the �ux of the onservation equation. The point now is to justify that this an be usedto solve the onservation equation in the duality sense.Theorem 3.2 Let ρ0 ∈ Mloc(R), ρ0 ≥ 0. There exists a unique duality solution (ρ, u) to thenon loal interation equation (1.1) in the sense of De�nition 3.1, whih satis�es b̂ρ = ∂x(A(u))where A is an antiderivative of a.Moreover, if a is a non-inreasing funtion (i.e. in the attrative ase), there exists a �owassoiated to a(u), in other words, there exists a Lipshitz funtion X suh that ρ(t) = X(t)#ρ

0.Proof. Let us denote by u the entropy solution of equation
∂tu+ ∂xA(u) = 0, (3.7)with initial data u0 :=

∫ x
ρ0(dx). From Theorem 2.4, ρ := ∂xu is a duality solution of ∂tρ +

∂x(bρ) = 0 where we an hoose b = a(u) almost everywhere and it is the unique solutionsatisfying b̂ρ = ∂xA(u). Indeed if we have two suh nonnegative solutions ρ1 = ∂xu1 and
ρ2 = ∂xu2, then u1 and u2 are monotonous solutions of (3.7). Thus they are entropy solutionsof this salar equation and u1 = u2.In the attrative ase, the entropy solution u is nondereasing. Therefore ρ := ∂xu isnonnegative and ∂xa(u) = a′(u)∂xu ≤ 0 sine in the attrative ase a is non-inreasing. Thusthe veloity �eld a(u) satis�es the OSL ondition (2.3) and from Theorem 2.2 (ii) there exist abakward �ow X suh that (2.5) is satis�ed.In the general ase, we an apply the lassial Oleinik entropy ondition and get that ∂xb ≤
1/t. Then the solution is de�ned on all ]t1, t2[ for 0 < t1 < t2 < T and the �ow annot bede�ned up to 0.4 Examples4.1 Positive hemotaxisEquation (1.1) for a non-inreasing funtion a an be obtained from a hydrodynamial limit ofa kineti model desribing positive hemotaxis (see e.g. [5, 6℄). Thus from Theorem 3.2, there4



exists a �ow X suh that ρ = X#ρ
0. Let us �rst ome bak to the example in subsetion 3.1:we assume that a is a given non-inreasing C1 funtion and take ρ0 = δx0

. Then we solve theRiemann problem
∂tu+ ∂xA(u) = 0, u(t = 0, x) = H(x− x0),where A is a onave funtion. Then the entropy solution is given by u(t, x) = H(x − x1(t))where the Rankine-Hugoniot ondition implies x′

1(t) = A(1) − A(0). Thus the unique dualitysolution in the sense of Theorem 3.2 is given by (ρ, u) = (δx1(t), H(x − x1(t))) where x1(t) =
x0 + (A(1)− A(0))t.On the other hand, if we look for a solution in the form ρ(t) = δx1(t), then u(t, x) =

H(x − x1(t)). Integrating equation (2.6) we get that b̂ρ = −∂tu = x′

1(t)δx1(t). By derivingin the distribution sense A(u), we get that the de�nition of the produt in Theorem 3.2 b̂ρ =
∂xA(u) is satis�ed if and only if x′

1(t) = A(1) − A(0), thus we reover the Rankine-Hugoniotondition. Hene the de�nition of the produt allows to selet one solution among those found insubsetion 3.1. It gives more generally the dynami of aggregates, whih are modelled by a sumof Dira masses ρ0 =
∑

miδxi
. A similar omputation gives the veloity x′

i(t) =
(
A(

∑imj) −

A(
∑i−1mj)

)
/mi. Notie that the veloity of eah aggregate is de�ned by a loal equation,despite the fat that the initial equation is non loal. In the partiular ase where A is stritlyonave, aggregates ollapse in �nite time.4.2 High �eld limit of Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�PlankIn [7℄, the authors prove that solutions to the Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�Plank system onvergein the high �eld limit to solutions of (1.1) where a(u) = u in the repulsive ase and a(u) = −uin the attrative ase. To do so, the authors de�ne a weak produt ρu, whih an be provedto oinide with the one used here. Applying Theorem 3.2 we an reover the result statedin Theorem 2 of [7℄ : there exists a unique global in time solution of (1.1) in the distributionsense suh that the produt ρu = ±u2/2. Moreover, in the attrative ase, there exists a �ow

X suh that ρ = X#ρ
0, and the dynamis of aggregates is similar to the one of hemotaxis. Inthe general ase, the Oleinik entropy ondition gives that ρ ≤ 1/t. Finally, we notie that theresult of [7℄ has been extended in two dimensions by Poupaud in [8℄ by using defet measuresto de�ne the produt of ρ by u. However, there is no uniqueness of solutions.To onlude, we fous on the onnetion between pressureless gases and the Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�Plank limit whih is mentioned in [7℄. The pressureless gases system reads

∂tρ+ ∂x(ρv) = 0, ∂t(ρv) + ∂x(ρv
2) = 0. (4.8)Bouhut and James in [3℄ introdued the notion of duality solution to (4.8):De�nition 4.1 We say that a ouple (ρ, q), ρ, q ∈ C([0, T [;Mloc(R)), ρ ≥ 0, is a dualitysolution to (4.8) if there exists b ∈ L∞(]0, T [×R) and α ∈ L1
loc(]0, T [) satisfying ∂xb ≤ α in

]0, T [×R suh that1. For all 0 < t1 < t2 < T , we have in the sense of duality on ]t1, t2[×R

∂tρ+ ∂x(bρ) = 0, ∂tq + ∂x(bq) = 0;2. b̂ρ = q. 5



The existene result for the Cauhy problem with initial data (ρ0, q0) strongly exploits therelationships between (4.8) and the onservation law ∂tu + ∂xA(u) = 0, where ρ = ∂xu, q =
∂xA(u) and A is determined by ρ and q. Uniqueness follows if A an be de�ned by the initialdata, whih enfores additional onditions on (ρ0, q0).In the ontext of Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�Plank, the funtion A is given: A(u) = −u2/2(attrative ase) or A(u) = u2/2 (repulsive ase). Therefore we propose the following variant tothe results of [3℄.Theorem 4.2 Let ρ0 ∈ Mloc(R), ρ0 ≥ 0 and A ∈ C1(R). De�ne q0 = ∂xA(u

0), where u0 =∫ x
ρ0. Then there exists a duality solution (ρ0, q0) of the pressureless gases system (4.8) in thesense of De�nition 4.1. Moreover this solution is the unique duality solution whih satisfy therelation b̂ρ = ∂x[A(u)], where u =

∫ x
ρ(dx).This theorem is proved in the same way as Theorem 3.2. The solution to the high-�eld limitof the Vlasov�Poisson�Fokker�Plank system obtained in [7℄ is therefore the unique dualitysolution to (4.8) given by Theorem 4.2 for the orresponding A.Referenes[1℄ A.L. Bertozzi, T. Laurent, J. Rosado, Lp theory for the multidimensional aggregation equa-tion, Comm. Pur. Appl. Math. (2011) Vol. 64, No. 1, pp 45-83[2℄ F. Bouhut, F. James, One-dimensional transport equations with disontinuous oe�ients,Nonlinear Analysis TMA, 32:7 (1998), 891�933[3℄ F. Bouhut, F. James, Duality solutions for pressureless gases, monotone salar onserva-tion laws and uniqueness, Comm. Partial Di�erential Equations, 24:11-12 (1999), 2173�2189[4℄ J. A. Carrillo, M. DiFraneso, A. Figalli, T. Laurent, D. Slep£ev, Global-in-time weak mea-sure solutions and �nite-time aggregation for nonloal interation equations, Duke Math.J. 156 (2011), 229�271[5℄ Y. Dolak, C. Shmeiser, Kineti models for hemotaxis : Hydrodynami limits and spatio-temporal mehanisms, J. Math. Biol. 51 (2005), 595�615[6℄ F. James, N. Vauhelet, On the hydrodynamial limit for a one dimensional kineti modelof ell aggregation by hemotaxis, to appear in Riv. Mat. Univ. Parma.[7℄ J. Nieto, F. Poupaud, J. Soler, High �eld limit for Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Plank equations,Arh. Rational Meh. Anal., 158:1 (2001), 29�59[8℄ F. Poupaud, Diagonal defet measures, adhesion dynamis and Euler equations, Meth.Appl. Anal. 9 (2002), 533�561
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